Evidence that Natural Selection is the Primary Cause of the Guanine-cytosine Content Variation in Rice Genes
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Abstract

Cereal genes are classified into two distinct classes according to the guanine-cytosine (GC) content at the third codon sites (GC3). Natural selection and mutation bias have been proposed to affect the GC content. However, there has been controversy about the cause of GC variation. Here, we characterized the GC content of 1 092 paralogs and other single-copy genes in the duplicated chromosomal regions of the rice genome (ssp. indica) and classified the paralogs into GC3-rich and GC3-poor groups. By referring to out-group sequences from Arabidopsis and maize, we confirmed that the average synonymous substitution rate of the GC3-rich genes is significantly lower than that of the GC3-poor genes. Furthermore, we explored the other possible factors corresponding to the GC variation including the length of coding sequences, the number of exons in each gene, the number of genes in each family, the location of genes on chromosomes and the protein functions. Consequently, we propose that natural selection rather than mutation bias was the primary cause of the GC variation.
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As one of the most accessible characteristics of genes, guanine-cytosine (GC) content and its variation have been widely discussed since the 1970s (Filipski et al. 1973). Generally, there is often extreme heterogeneity in GC content among genes, especially at the third codon site (GC3). Synonymous codons ending with G and C are highly favored in Drosophila (Powell and Moriyama 1997), and in rice (Wang et al. 2002), whereas in humans, some amino acids are often coded by codons ending with G and C, but others with A and T (Lander et al. 2001). Akashi and Schaeffer (1997) proposed that natural selection preferred the synonymous substitutions producing codons to increase translational accuracy. This is supported by the observation that frequently used codons tend to have more copies of tRNA genes (Wang et al. 2002), and the corresponding tRNAs are in higher abundance in the cell (Moriyama and Powell 1997). However, the variation in base composition can also arise from mutation bias (Eyre-Walker 1997; Hurst and Williams 2000; Eyre-Walker and Hurst 2001). For example, when the nucleotides G and C are preferred, mutation bias can occur for preferentially mis-incorporating G and C into DNA chains during
the process of DNA replication, or for preferentially changing the mismatched bases towards G and C during DNA repairing (Brown and Jiricny 1988).

Compared with dicot genes, cereal genes have an elevation in GC content, and are classified into two distinct classes (Carels and Bernardi 2000). The two classes of genes are supposed to be functionally different, implying the possible effect of natural selection. Instead of dividing cereal genes into two classes, Wong et al. (2002) suggested that the elevation in GC content had a negative gradient along the direction of transcription. They further attributed the GC elevation to transcription-related mutation bias or translation-related selection. Recently, Wang et al. (2004) analyzed 7886 rice genes and compared them with the Arabidopsis genes. They affirmed the existence of two gene classes and proposed that mutation bias rather than natural selection was the primary cause of two classes of genes in cereals.

Here, we made our analysis on rice genes in large duplicated chromosomal segments, which accounted for more than half of the rice genome. We systematically analyzed collinear genes in duplicated regions produced by two large-scale duplication events, one ancient genomic and one relatively recent segmental duplication (Wang et al. 2005). With the help of out-group sequences from Arabidopsis and maize, we characterized the pattern of GC content as well as nucleotide substitution bias and nucleotide substitution rate in paralogous gene pairs. Moreover, we made a genome-context analysis on the GC content in the coding sequences, introns and intergenic regions. These analyses provided us with a valuable opportunity to trace the cause of the formation of two gene classes in cereals.

**Results**

We computed GC content at all three codon sites (GC_1, GC_2, GC_3), as well as in intron (GC_intron) and intergenic (GC_inter) regions. Our results showed that both GC_1 and GC_2 had unimodal distributions, ranging from 0.40 to 0.80 with a peak at 0.55 (GC_1) and from 0.25 to 0.65 with a peak at 0.43 (GC_2). Different from GC_1 and GC_2, GC_3 had a bi-modal distribution spreading from 0.27 to 1.00 (Figure 1). This extreme compositional heterogeneity among three codon sites supported the former observation (Carels and Bernardi 2000). The obvious bi-modality of GC_3 suggested the existence of two distinct classes of rice genes. Since the sister paralogs had an approximate GC_3 composition (t = 1.319, P = 0.187), two classes of genes existed in inter-paralogs rather than intra-paralogs. We carried out a hierarchical average clustering analysis to partition all paralogs into two classes at GC_3 = 0.75, resulting in 469 GC_3-rich and 623 GC_3-poor pairs. Further analysis revealed that the GC_3 bimodality existed in all duplicated chromosomal regions throughout the genome. We also calculated the GC distribution in intron (GC_intron) and intergenic (GC_inter) regions and found that GC_intron had a unimodal distribution ranging from 0.20 to 0.80 with a peak at 0.36, and GC_inter had a unimodal distribution spreading roughly in the same range as GC_intron.

We calculated the correlation between the third codon site and the other sites. GC_3 was positively correlated to GC_1 (rho = 0.576, P < 2.2 × 10^{-16}) and GC_2 (rho = 0.473, P = 2.2 × 10^{-16}). GC_3 was also positively correlated to GC_intron but the correlation was much weaker (rho = 0.291, P = 0.284). GC_3 was not correlated to GC_inter (rho = 0.007, P < 2.2 × 10^{-16}).

**Figure 1.** Guanine-cytosine (GC) content at three codon sites and in intron and intergenic regions.
Table 1. The spatial autocorrelation tests of guanine-cytosine (GC) content at the third codon sites (GC3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Sister segment A</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Sister segment B</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold face indicates the significant values.

Table 2. Functional categories of the rice paralogs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binding activity</th>
<th>Catalytic activity</th>
<th>Transporter</th>
<th>Antioxidant</th>
<th>Structural activity</th>
<th>Signal transducer</th>
<th>Obsolete molecule</th>
<th>Enzyme regulator</th>
<th>Transcription regulator</th>
<th>Motor activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GC3 &gt; 0.75</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(136.42)</td>
<td>(136.18)</td>
<td>(29.58)</td>
<td>(2.88)</td>
<td>(11.91)</td>
<td>(4.95)</td>
<td>(7.40)</td>
<td>(2.46)</td>
<td>(0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC3 &lt; 0.75</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(195.58)</td>
<td>(193.82)</td>
<td>(42.41)</td>
<td>(4.12)</td>
<td>(17.08)</td>
<td>(7.07)</td>
<td>(10.6)</td>
<td>(3.53)</td>
<td>(1.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observed number and expected number (in brackets) of genes in each category. GC3, third codon sites.

These observations implied the co-variation of the GC contents at three codon sites and in the intron region.

We checked several factors supposed to be related to GC3, such as the physical location, the length of coding sequence, the exon number, the protein functions and the size of the gene family.

First, GC3 was not obviously related to the physical location on the chromosome (Table 1). The spatial autocorrelation coefficients were calculated for the genes in 20 duplicated regions separately. A total of 13 segments showed no correlation between GC3 and the physical location of the genes indicating that there was no clustering tendency of GC3-rich genes.

Second, we found that GC3 was negatively correlated to the length of the coding sequences (Spearman correlation coefficient \( \rho = -0.35, P < 2.2 \times 10^{-16} \)). Also, our study revealed a much higher negative correlation between GC3 and the exon number (\( \rho = -0.6223, P < 2.2 \times 10^{-16} \)). That is, the shorter a gene was and the fewer exons it contained the higher GC3 content it had. These observations were also previously reported in cereals (Carels and Bernardi 2000; Wang et al. 2004).

Third, we characterized the amino acid composition in two classes of genes and found that the composition was rather different \( (\chi^2 = 6.525.01, P < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}) \), which was also observed by Wang et al. (2004).

Fourth, by checking the function of the paralogs in the gene ontology database (http://www.godatabase.org), we discovered that the two classes of genes differed significantly in function \( (\chi^2 = 31.42, P = 2.8 \times 10^{-5}) \). The GC3-rich genes were more likely to participate in binding and structural molecular activity, whereas the GC3-poor genes were more likely to engage in catalytic and obsolete molecular activity (Table 2).

Furthermore, we evaluated whether the genes in large families had rich GC composition, and found that GC3 was independent of the size of gene families. A total of 3704 gene families contained two or more genes, and the largest family included 253 genes. We checked whether the GC3 content was correlated to the gene family size at the following three levels: the number of genes in the family, the number of family members on the same chromosome, and the number of family members within the neighboring 100 genes. The Spearman correlation coefficients of these three tests were all smaller than 0.14, indicating little correlation between GC3 and the gene family size.

Nucleotide substitution rate

Using the NG (Nei and Gojobori 1986) and YN (Yang and Nielsen 2000) methods, we computed the synonymous substitution rate (Ks). The correlations between Ks calculated by these two methods and GC3 were inconsistent. To explore the true relationship between synonymous substitution rate and GC3, we computed the average synonymous substitution number per
third codon site (ASR) for the two classes of genes, respectively. Our results strongly supported the negative correlation between the synonymous substitution rate and GC3, which was consistent with the results obtained by the NG method. We considered that the positive correlation obtained by the YN method was a methodological artifact. The detailed calculations and results regarding ASRs for two classes of genes had been published previously (Shi et al. 2006).

Discussion

Mutation bias, natural selection and BGC

It has been hypothesized that base composition variation could be a consequence of the following processes: mutation bias (Filipski et al. 1973; Sueoka 1988; Wolfe et al. 1989), natural selection (Bernardi 1986; Hughes and Yeager 1997; Eyre-Walker 1999), biased gene conversion (BGC) (Holmquist 1992; Eyre-Walker 1993), or a combination of them (Eyre-Walker and Hurst 2001). They act at one or several stages of the central dogma. Mutation bias could occur during DNA replication, repairing and transcription. It has been reported that during DNA replication, the concentrations of free nucleotides affect base composition (Meuth 1989). For example, when the G and C are rich in nucleic plasma, they are supposed to be mis-incorporated more likely into the replicates. The nucleotide concentrations are supposed to vary during the cell cycle and different parts of DNA might duplicate at different stages of the cell cycle (McCormick et al. 1983; Leeds et al. 1985). If this hypothesis is true, it is envisioned that a mosaic pattern of base composition would be discovered in chromosomes. Mutation bias could also occur for biased DNA repairing. The repairing of mismatched base pairs is hypothesized to be biased to certain nucleotides (e.g. G and C, and the bias could vary along chromosomes) (Brown and Jiricny 1988; Boulikas 1992). According to this hypothesis, a mosaic pattern of base composition in a chromosome should be detected. DNA repairing could happen during DNA replication or gene transcription (Eyre-Walker and Hurst 2001; Wong et al. 2002). The transcription-related mutation bias might result in a base composition change in the intragenic but not in the intergenic region.

Natural selection might also change base composition in a gene. Generally, selection is associated with the change of the amino acid composition. Bernardi and colleagues (D’Onofrio et al. 1991; Carels and Bernardi 2000) found that proteins produced by GC-rich and GC-poor genes were different in amino acid composition. They argued that GC-rich and GC-poor genes tended to be functionally different, the former acting as housekeeping genes and the latter as tissue-specific genes (Bickmore and Craig 1997; Chiapello et al. 1998). Moreover, natural selection is also supposed to be responsible for the base composition in synonymous codon sites (Sharp and Li 1987; Duret and Mouchiroud 1999). Akashi and Schaeffer (1997) proposed that selection favored synonymous substitutions to the preferred codons and restrained synonymous substitutions to the non-preferred codons, which would increase the translation accuracy. Although selection is often related to translation, it might work during the other stages of the central dogma.

Biased gene conversion was supposed to occur through the formation of heteroduplex DNA during the process of homologous recombination (Eyre-Walker and Hurst 2001). BGC is often grouped together with natural selection for it is considered to be equivalent to weak directional selection (Nagylaki 1983; Eyre-Walker and Hurst 2001). It is further suggested that BGC is more likely to occur between members in gene families with large size and result in the increase of GC content (Galtier 2003; Wang et al. 2004).

Possible causes of the formation of two gene classes

As for two classes of genes in rice and other cereals, Carels and Bernardi (2000) related them to biological function, implying the possibility of the effect of the natural selection. However, Wong et al. (2002) did not classify the rice genes they analyzed into two classes and argued that the increase in GC content was in a negative gradient along the transcriptional orientation. They further attributed the base composition change to transcription-related mutation bias and translation-related natural selection. In a recent study, Wang et al. (2004) attempted to reconcile former findings by exploring the base and amino acid compositions in GC3-rich and GC3-poor rice genes. They proposed that mutation bias at the nucleotide level should be primarily responsible to the elevation in GC content because they found that (i) the changes in GC content were the most significant at the third codon site, and (ii) there was a clear increase in substitution rate at the synonymous sites for the GC-rich genes (i.e. GC3 was positively correlated to Ks according to the YN method). Therefore, three groups came to inconsistent conclusions on the cause of two classes of genes.

Here, we systematically checked the substitution bias and the factors related to GC content. Our results suggested that the two classes of rice genes were primarily caused by natural selection rather than mutation bias or BGC (Table 3). First, we rejected the possibility of mutation bias during DNA replication for the reason that GC3 is unrelated to GC content in the intragenic region and there is no obvious clustering tendency of GC3-rich or GC3-poor genes.

Second, we found that there might be mutation bias at the transcription level implied by the observation that GC3 was weakly correlated to GC content in introns. However, this transcription-related mutation bias accounts for only a small fraction of the variation in GC3, for the correlation coefficient is rather small ($\rho = 0.291$) (i.e. only 9% of the variation in GC3 could be resulted from factors related to GC content in introns). This type of
mutation bias is supposed to occur during transcription-coupled DNA repair (Thoma 1999; Svejstrup 2002), as previously reported (Wong et al. 2002). Wang et al. (2004) proposed that mutation bias at the nucleotide level was the primary cause of GC content variation based on their observation that the differences in GC content were greatest at the third codon site. However, many researchers (Sharp and Li 1987; Duret and Mouchiroud 1999) proposed that selection was associated with the change of synonymous codon sites.

Third, natural selection during RNA processing might considerably affect GC3. This is indicated by the significant negative correlation between GC3 and the exon number (rho = -0.62) and the coding sequence length (rho = -0.35) from our analysis. Wang et al. (2004) also observed these possible selective constraints related to RNA splicing. The less exons a gene has, or the shorter its coding sequence is, the higher GC3 it contains. This implies strong directional selection in base composition for genes with less exons.

Fourth, we found that GC3 was negatively correlated to the synonymous substitution rate. We used both methods of YN and NG, and obtained incongruent results (i.e. a positive correlation by the YN method but a negative one by the NG method). This inconsistency has been debated for years and is supposed to arise methodologically (Bielański et al. 2000; Dunn et al. 2001; Bierné and Eyre-Walker 2003). Therefore, we further evaluated the correlation with the help of simultaneously duplicated orthologs and their out-group sequences and found that GC3-rich genes evolved with a lower synonymous substitution rate. The positive correlation supposed by the YN method might be caused by the hypotheses that the codon/nucleotide composition is constant. The negative correlation between GC3 and the synonymous substitution rate, and a strong correlation between gene expression and codon usage bias are consistent with greater selective pressure on synonymous sites with high codon bias (Dunn et al. 2001). Wang et al. (2004) reached a conclusion that mutation bias was the primary cause of two rice gene classes by the finding that GC3 was in positive correlation to the Ks calculated by the YN method. However, we found statistically significant differences in ASRs for two gene classes that strongly supported negative correlation between the synonymous substitution rate and GC3. Therefore, the positive correlation found in Wang et al. (2004) might be an artifact of the method and cannot be the evidence of biased mutation.

Fifth, the effect of natural selection was also supported by the findings that two classes of genes were functionally divergent and had different amino acid compositions in our analysis as well as was revealed by Carels and Bernardi (2000) and Wang et al. (2004). Natural selection might act during translation, supported by the finding that the highest GC content appears near the translation initiation site (Wong et al. 2002).

Finally, the possibility of BGC was rejected because GC3 is not related to the size of the gene family by our observations and those of Wang et al. (2004).

The pattern of GC content at three codon sites might be produced by the mixed action of two types of natural selection. Although GC1 and GC2 do not have obvious bi-modal distributions like GC3, they are in considerable positive correlation to
Spatial correlation of GC3 (rho = 0.576 or 0.473). This suggests that the coordinated change in GC content at all three codon sites implies a type of selection acting on all codon sites. Another type of selection affects the fixation of the mutation in amino acids, therefore, acting mainly on the first and second codon sites. The mixture of the two types of selection leads to the different patterns at three codon sites.

Materials and Methods

Rice paralogs

We extracted the rice genome sequences from RISE (rise.genomics.org.cn) and predicted rice genes using the BGF (Beijing Gene Finding) program (Li et al. 2005). The homologous genes were defined according to a criterion of BLASTP (Altschul et al. 1997) score > 100. With the gene homology information as input, duplicated chromosomal regions and paralogous genes in colinearity were detected by a program named ColinearScan we developed (Wang et al. 2006). A total of 1,738 paralogous genes in collinearity from ten duplicated blocks in the rice genome were analyzed. Nine of them were produced by a whole genome duplication 70 million years ago (MYA) before the divergence of the cereals but after the divergence of cereals and Arabidopsis, and one was produced by a segmental duplication that occurred only 5 MYA after the divergence of the cereals (Wang et al. 2005).

We extracted 1,738 rice paralogs and searched for their outgroup homologs in Arabidopsis and maize through GenBank and excluded those pairs without out-group or cDNA evidence. This eventually resulted in a dataset of 1,092 homologous gene triplets of rice paralogs and corresponding outgroups.

Synonymous substitution rate

We computed the synonymous substitution rate with the NG and YN methods implemented in Phylogenetic Analysis by Maximum Likelihood (PAML) package (Yang 1997). To tackle the problem of incongruent results obtained by these two methods, we developed a new approach to assess the average synonymous substitution number per third codon site (ASR) (i.e., the ratio of observed synonymous substitutions to matched triplets with four-fold degenerate last common ancestor (LCA) codons) (Shi et al. 2006).

Spatial correlation of GC3

To examine whether GC3 content is correlated to the chromosomal location, we carried out a spatial autocorrelation test involving all genes in the duplicated segments. For each of the 20 duplicated chromosomal segments, we calculated the spatial autocorrelation coefficient using the following statistic, a modification of Moran’s I (Matassi et al. 1999):

\[ I = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n-1} (x_i - \bar{x})(x_{i+1} - \bar{x})}{\sum_{i=1}^{n-1} (x_i - \bar{x})^2} \sim N \left( 0, \left( \frac{4}{n-1} \right)^2 \right), \]

where \( n \) is the number of paralogous genes, \( x_i \) is the GC3 content for the \( i \)-th gene in the chromosomal segment, and \( \bar{x} \) is the mean of GC3 contents.
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